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Let G be a weighted, direr.ted, acyclic graph in which each edge weight. is not a static-
quantity, but can be reduced for a certain cost. In this paper we consider the problem of
determining which edg('s to reduce so that the length of the longest paths is minimized and
the total cost associated with the reductions does not exceed a given cost. We consider
two type-s of edge reductions, linear reductions and 0/1 reductions, which model differ-
ent applications. We present efficient algorithms for different classes of graphs, including
trel's, series-parallel graphs, and directed ac.ydic graphs, and we show other edge reduction
problems to be NP-hard.
Keywords: Analysis of algoriLhms; directed, uc.yclic. graphs; longest path computations;
series-parallel graphs; trees.
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1 Introduction
Determining the longest path in a directed graph G is a problem with applications in scheduling
task graphs, circuit layout cOIDllaction, and performance o]ltimization of circuits. The problem
can be solved in linear time when G is a directed, acyclic graph and it is NP-hard for general
graphs [3, 4]. In some applications the weight of an edge is not a static quantity, but call
be reduced for a certain cost. The problem arising is that of determinlng reductions on edge
weights so that the length of the longest paths is minimized and the total cost associated
with the reductions does not exceed a given cost. In this paper we consider two types of
edge reductions, linear reductions and 0/1 reductions, which model different applications. We
present efficient algorithms for different classC's of graphs, including trees, seriC's-paraUel graphs,
and directed acyclic graphs, and we show other edge reductioll problems to be NP-hard.
Let G = (V, E) be a weighted, directed, and acyclic graph (dag) with n + 1 vertices,
'1.10, '1.11> '1.12, .•. , Vu, and m edges. Edge (Vi, Vj) has weight d(Vi, v;) with d(Vi, Vj) 2: O. If not stated
otherwise, we assume that G contains only one source '1.10 and one sink Vn . An edge 1'ed1lction R
assigns to every edge (v"Vj) a non-negative quantity r(v"vj). The 1Y~d1tccd weight dr(Vi,Vj) of
edge (Vi, Vj) is a function of the edge's weight and its reduction. An edge reduction R. is called
a linear reduction if for every edge (Vi, Vj), 1'(Vi, Vj) is a non-negative real and
An edge reduction is called a 0/1 reduction if for every edge (Vi, Vj), r(Vi, Vj) is either 0 or 1
and
d( ) {d(V;,V;) il,(v"v;)=O
rVi,Vj = fx(l(v'v-) ifr(v'11 0)-1
"1 "1-
where f is a given real with 0 S ( < 1. For both reductions we require dr(-lJi' Oil;) ~ o.
We briefly comment on where such edge reductions arise. Linear reductions model, for
example, physical performance optimizations of circuits through gate resizing and buffer inser-
tions [1, 2, 6, 7J. Such optimizations do not change the topology of the circuit and result in
circuits having a smaller delay. At the same time, circuit size and power consumption increase.
0/1 reductions with f = 0 are a basic operation in clustering heuristics for mapping task graphs
to multiprocessors [5,8]. In a task graph the edge weights represent the communication cost
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and vertices mapped to the same processor experience no communication cost. For E > 0, 0/1
reductions can model scenarios in which there exist fast and slow buses for communication.
Reducing an edge is then equivalent to assigning the corresponding communication to a fast
bus.
Given a reduction R for graph G, the reduced graph GR is obtained from G by replacing
each edge weigl1t d(v;,vj) by its reduced weight dr(v;,vj). Throughout, L(Gn) denotes the
lengtll of tIle longest path in Gn and M(GR) denotes the total 1"f~ductionj Le., M(Gn) =
E(tJ;,lIi)EEr(1Ji,Vj). In this paper we investigate the following three edge reduction problems:
• (G, L)-pmblem
Given L, find an edge reduction R- such that L(Gn') ::; Land M(Gn0 ) is a minimum;
i.e., for any edge reduction R
'
with L(GRI)::; L, we have M(GRo)::; M(GRf).
• (G, M) -pmblem
Given M, find an edge reduction R"' snch that M(GRO) ::; M and L(Gno) is a minimUllli
i.e., for any edge reduction R
'
witb M(GR,)::; M we have L(GRo)::; L(GRI).
• Tradeoff pmblem
Given a tradeofffunctiOIl f(GR} = L(Gn) +,. M(Gn) defined for every edge reduction
R, with, being a constant, find an edge reduction ROO minimizing the tradeoff function.
In Section 2 we consider linear reductions in in-trees. An in-tree is a tree in which the oul.-
degree of ('.very vertex is at most 1. We present O(n) time algorithms for solving the (G, L)-,
(G, M)- and the tradeoff problem in in-trees. Section 3 presents O(m2 ) algorithms for the linear
reduction problems in series·parallel graphs. We also show that linear edge reduction llrolllems
in general dags call he solved in polynomial time by formulating them as linear programs.
Sections 4 and 5 consider a/I reductions. We show that for series·parallel graphs each one of
the three 0/1 reductions prohlems can be solved in O(m2h) time, where h is the height of a
bounded-degree decomposition tree of the series-parallel graph. For in-trees in which the degree
of every node is bonded by a c.onstant, the time bounds reduce to O(nh), where h is the height
of the in-tree. In Section 5 we show that the a/I reduction problems are NP-hard for general
dags.
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2 Linear reduction for in-trees
A directed tree is an in~tl'ee if the ollt-degree of every vertex is at most 1. In this section
we present O(n) time algorithms for the three different versions of linear edge reduction in
in-trees. Clearly, our results also hold for out-trees. We point out that the algorithms for
series-parallel graphs given in the next section result in O(n2 ) time algorithms for in-trees.
However, the algorithms given for series-parallel graphs can handle multiple edges between two
vertices (which the algorithms given below cannot).
Let Un be the root of the in-tree. For convenience, we add an artificial source Va and edges
(vo,v;) with d(vo,v;) = 0 for every leaf Vi. Even though the resulting graph is no longN all
in-tree, the structure crucial to the algorithm is preserved and we refer to it as a.n in-tree.
2.1 Finding an optimal reduction for a given L
In the (G, L )-problem we generate an optimal reduction R* satisfying L(GRO) ~ L and minimiz-
ing M(GRo). Reduction R* generated by our algorithm satisfies a property, which we call the
canonical property, and which is defined next. Let R be an optimal reduction. R is canonical if
for any other optimal reduction H' the length of the path from v, to root v" in aR is not longer
than its length in aRI. Stated in terms of reductions, in a canonical reduction the reductions
occur as close to the root as possible. See Figure l(b) for an example of a ca.nonical reduction.
Optimal canonical reductions for in-trees can also be characterized as stated in Lemma 2.1. We
refer to an edge e with r(e) = d(e) (resp. r(e) = 0) as an edge with full (resp. zem) reduction.
An edge e with 0 < r(e) < d(e) is called an edge with pm·tial reduction.
Lemma 2.1 Let R be an optimal reduction and let P bc any path fmm Vo to VII in aR. Then,
H is canonical if and only if path P contains an edge (Vi, Vj) with 0 ::; r( Vi, 1'j) $ d( Vi, 11j) such
that every edge on the path from Vj to 1171 has fullrcduction and e11e1'-y edge on the path fmm Vo
to Vi has zero reduction.
Proof: The lemma implies that path P contains at most one edge with partial reduction.
Assume every path P in GR can be characterized as stated. Since edges closest to the TOot are










A Lre~ with a lungest path length of 10 Edge weights of two optimal reductioDs for 1.=6 achieving M=lO
Edge weights in boxes correspond to \'1.1] optirrml reduction tbat is
not canonical
Figure I: A tree with two optimal reductions for L = 6
that the length of the path from Vi to 1111 in Gn' is smaller than its length in GR. Hence, R is
canonical.
Assume now that R is a canonical reduction and GR contains a. path P not satisfying the
characterization. Let (v;,Vj) and (V",1Jb) be two (llstillct edges on P such that every edge on P
from 'Vb to 'IJ" has full reduction, edge (v,o Vb) has either partial or zero reduction, every edge on
P from Vo to Vi has zero reduction, and edge (11;,l1j) has either partial or full reduction. This
implies that. r contains the vertices Va, ... , Vi, Vj, .. ", Veil Vb, ... , Vn , with possibly Vi = VrI • Let




min{d(1Jel> Vb), r(VrI , Vb) +r(Vi, Vi)}
max{r(Vi, Vi) - (d( vrI1 Vb) - r(va, 1Jb», O}
1'(e) for every other edge c.
Clearly, M(GR) = M(Gw). TIll" length of path Pin R' is as in R. Furthermore, every path
from Vo to 1J71 via edge (Vi, Vi) goes thrOllgh edge (va, Vb), and thus the length of any other path
from Va to VII could only have decreased. Hence, L(On) s: L(GRI) and M(Gn) = M(GHI). Let
Vk be a vertex OIl path P between (and including) Vi and Vb. Tlle length of the path from 11k
to V" is smaller in G[{/ than in G[{. This implies that R is not a canonical reduction and the
lemma follows. o
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While there can exlst many optimal reductions, there exlsts only one optimal canonical
reduction. We next describe how to find this reduction. Let L(v;) be the length of the longest
path from Vo to V; in G. When L(v'l) S; L, no edges need to 11e reduced and we have r"'(c) = 0
for every edge e. Assume that L(vn ) > L. We determine R" by setting, for every edge (Vi,Vj),
{
d(v"vj) if L ~ L(v,)
T"(V;,Vj) = L(v;) +d(v"vj) - L if L(v,) < L < L(v,) + d(v"vj)
o otherwise.
The O(n) running time of the algorithm follows trivially. Clearly, L(GR") = L. Optimality of
R- is established in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2 Let R* be the l"eduction genemted by ow' algorithm. Then, R"' 18 an optimal
canonical,'eduction.
Proof: From the way R'" is constructed it is dear that it satisfies the canonical property. More
precisely, consider next any path from Vo to Vn in GRo. This path contains at most one edge,
say (Va' Vb), with partial reduction. All edges frolD Vo to Va have zero reduction and all edges
from Vb to VII have full reduction.
Assume that R* is TIot aTI optimal reductioTI. Then there exists another optimal canonical
reduction R
'
with M(GR') > M(aR') and L(GR') S; L. This implies that in graph Gw there
exists a path from Vo to VOl containing an edge e with r-(e) > r'(e). Let c = (VI-,1I)) be such
an edge. Consider first the case when edge (v;,Vj) has full reduction in R*. Observe that
tills implies L S; L(vd. R
'
is a canonical reduction and edge (lI;,Vj) has either partial or zero
reduction in R
'
. Hence, any edge on a path from Vo to Vi has zero reduction in R
'
. The length of
the longest path from Vo to Vi in GR' is L(Vi )+dr,(Vi, vi) > L(vi)+dro (Vi, Vi) ~ L, r.ontradicting
our assumption of L(GR') S; L.
Assume now that edge. (lI;,Vj) has partial reduction in Ii:. This implies L(v;) < L <
L(Vi) +d(Vi' Vi)' From the way ft" is constructed, it follows that any edge on a path from Vo to
Vi in GR. has zero reduction. The length of the lon/?;est path from Vo to 1lj in GR" is equal to
L(Vi) + dro(Vi,Vj) = L. Since r'(vi,Vj) < T-(Vi,Vj) < d(vj,vj) and H' is a. ('anonical reduction,
any edge on a path from Vo to Vi in GR' has zero reduction. Thus, the longest path length frolll
Vo to Vi in GR, is equal to L(Vi) + dr,(v;,vi) > L(Vi) + dro(vj,Vj) = L, giving a contradiction.
It thus follows that ff' is an optimal canon.ical redudion.
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2.2 Finding an optimal reduction for a given M
We now turn to the (G, M)-problem in whicll we are given M and are to determine a reduction
R" with M(GR") :::; M minimizing the length of the longest path from Va to VII. We first
describe an O(nlogn) time algorithm and then describe how to improve its running time to
O(n).
Let OPT-L(G, L) be. the O(n) time algorithm for the (0, L)-problem described in the ]lTevi-
ous sp.ction. In the ((-:, M)-problem we are searching for the smallest L" such that OPT_L(G, L-)
generates a reduction R" with M (C: R" ) :::; M. M(G R) is a piect>.wise.-linear, non-increasing func-
tion of L(Chi). This allows us Lo perform a binary search for L'". Actually, the binary search
we perform lllay nol produce L", but a value close to it. Let L(Vi) be again the length of
the longest path from Va to Vi in G. Edge (Vi,Vj) creates the entry L(vd + d(Vi,Vj) and let
£, =< L1, L2, ... , Ln > be the list containing these entries in non-decreaslng order. Since
L i - 1 :s; Li, we have M(GRi_l) 2: M(Chd. Assume invoking algorithm OPT-L(G,Li) generates
reduclion Ri. Let h be the index SUell lhat
By using algorithm OPT_L, index k can determined in O(nlogn) time. IT M(GRk _ l ) = M,
then R· = Rk-l (and L· = Lk-d. Assume. thus that M(OR k _ 1 ) > M > M(GRk ). We next
de-scribe how to generate reduction R." from the canonical reductions Rk_l and Rk. Clearly,
an edge having full reduction in Rk has full reduction in Rk_l. Such an edge will receive full
reduction in fl.". An edge having zero reduction in Rk_1 has zero reduction in R/.:. It will receive
zero reduction in RO<. Consider now all the edges of G whose reduction in Rk_l is larger than in
Rk (no edge call have a smaller reduction in Rk). Let Ep be the set containing these edges. Let
Lk_1 + 0 = Lk, 0 > O. The foUowiIlg c.haracterization of the edges in Ep is used in determining
their reduction in R.-.
Lemma 2.3 Let P be a path from Va to v" in G. Then} P contains at most one edge belonging
to set E p • For any c(lge c in E p , wc ha1/{; 1·k_1(C) - Tk(e) = o.
Proof: ASSUIlIE'- there exists a path P c.ontaining two or more edges ill set Ep • Let (v,'w) be the
edge on P ill set Ep closest to root 11". In Rk, edge (v,w) has either partial or zero reduction.
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We only give the argument for the case when (v,lll) has partial reduction (zero reduction is
handled in a similar way). SInce Rk and Rk-l are canonical reductions, the following holds.
Edge (v,w) has full reduction in Rk_l (if it ha<l partial reduction, path P could not rontain
two edges llelonging to E,,). In addition, edge (u,v) all path P has zero reduction in RJ.: and
either full or partial reduction in Rk_l' This also implies that lhe lwo edges of P belonging to
Ep are adjacent. Hence, we have
Lk-l < L(u)+d(u,v) < Lko
The left side of the inequality holds since edge (u,v) is reduced in Rk_l. The rigllt side holds
since edge (v, w) is }lartially reduced in Rk (the relation L(u) + d( u, v) ~ L~. would allow full
reduction on edge (v, to) in Rk). The above ineql1ality implies that entry L(u) + d(u,v) is not
in list £. Hence, path P cannot contain two ed~es 1lC'lotlr;inr; to set Ep .
Let edge e = (v, 1ll) be an edge in Ep . Assume e has partial reduction in both Rk and
R k _ 1 . The other three cases of possible reductions on edge e in Rk and R~'_l are handled in
a similar manner. From algorithm OPT-L is follows that Tk(V,W) = L(v) + d(V,l") - Lk and
Tk_l(V,W) = L(v)+d(v,'U!)-Lk_l = L(v)+d(v,1ll)-L~"+6. Hence, Tk_l(e)-1"de) = 6 follows.
o
We can now state how R" is generated from rechlctiollS Hk and Rk-l' We set
{
d(v;,vj)
TO("O vo) - 0
" ] - M-M(GR .)Tk(Vi,Vj) + IEI'I k
if Tk(Vi,Vj) = d(v;,vj)





The justifications for (1) and (2) have already been given. M - M(GRk ) represents the
amount of reduction that can be spent in addition lo M( GRk ). This am01mt is evenly distributed
alllong the edges in Ep • Lemma 2.3 implies M(Ch_d - lv!(GRk ) = 61Epl. Since M(Ch-d ;:::
M> M(Ch), we havE' M-~~YR6') ~ 6 and thus T-(Vi,Vj) ~ d(l1i,Vj). From (1), (2), and (;3) is
follows that R" has the canonical property. Given index k, the optimal reduction R"' can be
generated in O(n) time and thus the O(n log n) overall time bOlllld follows.
The remainder of this section describes how to reduce the running time to O(n) by using
prune-and-search. Our improved algorithm also performs O(logn) searches to determine index
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1.:, but it reduces the amount of relevant data by a constant fraction after each search. Let £
now be the unsorted list containing the entries L(1Ji) +d(Vi, Vj). Assume that at the beginning
of each iteration we havp identified in list £ two entries La and Lb with L" < Lk < Lb. For
the first iteration we set L" =: 0 and Lb =: Ln. The edges of G are partitioned into 4 sets, E;;,
E u , Ep , and EI' Set E;; contains the edges having zero reduction in both R" and Rb' Set EI
contains the edges having full reduction in both R" and Rb. As already argued in the O(n log n)
algorithm, edges in E;; receive zero reduction in R· and edges in EI receive full reduction in
R"'. Set E p contains edges for which it has already been determined that they receive partial
reduction in ROO. An edge e =: (u,'v) that has partial reduction in both R" and Rb clearly belongs
to E p . Itl a<lclition, (1£, v) belongs to Ep if it has full reduction in H", partial reduction in Rb,
and every edge (x,u) has zero reduction in R". The amount ofrecluction on edge c =: (u,v) in
ROO is Tlot yet known. However, for any Lk with L" +0"::: Lk < Lb, we have Tk(C)::: T,,(c)-6. Set
Eu contains all I'emaining edges. Their type and amount of reduction remains to be decided.
Let MI be the total reduction on the edges in set Eli i.e., MI =: L:(U,ll)EE f d(u, v). Let Mp ,,,
be the total reduction made on the edges in set E p in reduction R". Let £",b be the sublist
of £ containing the entries Lj with L" < Lj < Lb, with n"b beinl"; the number of elements
ill list £",b. If nab:::; 4, we check each one of the entries in £",b as to whether it is Lk_l.
Otherwise, we determine the ¥-th smallest element in list £",b- Let Lq be this element and
let La + 0" :::: Lq. The reduction on the edges in Eu in R q is determined by using the method
desc.ribed in Section 2.1. Doilll"; so partitions Eu into 3 sets, E u,;;, Eu,p, and Eu,/, dependin?; on
whether an edge of Eu receives zero, partial, Or full reduction in Rq , respectively. The selection
of L'I implies that IEu,;;1 =: n fl b!4 and IEu,pl + IEu.!1 =: 3n'lb/4. We then have
M(GR,) = MJ + (M". - olE,1) +M",J +M"",
with Mu,p =: L(u,V)EE"", 1'q(1L, 11) and MUll =: L(u,v)EE",f dq(1L, v).
If M(GR,J = M, we have R'" =: Rq and the algorithm terminates. Consider the case when
M(GR,J> M. L'I is a new lower llQulld (since L q < Lk < Lb holds) and, after updating the
edge sets, the next iteration continues with L q and Lb. The sets and reduction quantities are
updated as follows:
• The edges in Eu,;; are added to E;; and a.re deleted from Eu .
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• Edges from Eu,p and Eu,l that qualify for EI' are moved from s('t Eu to Ep. The total
redllction made on the edges in the new set E p in rechlction Hq (i.e., tlle new 1I1p ,a) is
computed.
Assume now that M(GRq ) < M. In this case we have found a new Ullper bound ctnd
continue with La and Lq (after updating the edge sets). The updating involvcs:
• The edges in E11 ,J are added to EJ and are deleted from Eu· MJ is lIpdated.
• Edges from Ev.,p that qualify for Ep are moved from set Ev. to Ep • The total reduc.tion
made on the edges in the new set Ep in reduction Rq is compl1ted.
Clearly, the work clone in an iteration is O(IEul). In order to establish the O(n) overall time,
we show that the size of set Eu redllces by a constant fraction each iteration. If M(GRq ) > M,
the edges belonging to Eu,:: are deleted from E". Since !E",::I = nab/4, the size of Eu is at most
3nab/4 in the next iteration.
Consider now the case when M(GR q ) < M. The deletion of the edges belong-ing- to set Eu,J
from Ev. does not imply that the size of set E" df'crease-s by a constant fraction. Indeed, Eu,J
could be the empty set. However, the following argument shows that the size of E" is reduced
by at least one half. Let (u, v) be an edge that has full re<luction in Ra , partial reduction in Rq ,
and which does not qualify for set Ep • It does not <jualify since there exists at least one edge
(x,u) that has full or partial reduction in Ra and zero reduction in Rq • Edge (x,u) belongs to
set Eu ,= and (u, v) belongs to set Eu,p. Any such edge (u, 11) can thus be assigned a uru<lue edge
(x,u) belonging to Eu,::. Both (u,v) and (x,u) remain in set Eu. Since IE,.,::I = nab/4, there
can be at most nab/tl. edges like (u,v). This implios that at least nab/2 edges of set Eu either
belong to set Eu,J or qualify for inclusion into set Ep (after being- in set Eu,p). Thns, the size
of E" 1s reduced by at least one half.
The O(n) time bound for the (G, M)-problem uow foUows easily. We first determ1ne index
J.: such tllat M(GR k _ l ) ~ M > M(GRk ) using the algorithm described above. We then g-cnerate
reduction R.- from Ilk and Rk_l in O(n) time as descrilled earlier.
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2.3 Optimal reduction for the tradeoff problem
The approach use(l for the (G, M)-problem in the last section can also be used to solve the
tradeoff problem in in-trees in O(n) time. RecaU that in the tradeoff problem we are to de-
termine a reduction R.K minimizing !(GR) = L(GR) + 'Y . M(GR). Let M(L) represent the
minimum total reduction needed to reduce the longest path length to L. It can be shown that
M(L) is piecewise-linear, non-increasing and concave-up. We can thus represent M(L) by a
sequence of linear functions, al X L + b17 a2 X L + b2 , ... , a,,_1 X L + bn- l , with aU ai's being
nE'.gative. F\me.tioll Ui X L + bi is associated with interval, [Li, Li+I], 1 ~ i ~ n - 1, where the
Li-values arE' as defined in the previous section. In interval [L i , Li+I], M(L) is described by
(Li X L + b,. Since M(L) is concave-lIp, we have al ~ U2 ~ ... ~ U,,_1 < o.
Fundion f(Gn) can he re-written as a function of the longest path length L; Le., .:F(L) =
L +,' M(L). Minimizing f(Gn) is equivalent to minimizing F(L). We distinguish between
the following four cases.
Case 1. 1 + 'Y - a"_1 < o.
In this case the minimum of M(L) occurs at L = Ln-
Case 2. I +,·al > O.
In this case the minimum of M(L) occurs at L = Ll -
Case 3. There exists an Uj such that 1+ 'Y' Uj = O.
In this case the minimum of M(L) occurs at L = Lj.
Case 4. There l"xists an Uj such that 1+ I· aj < 0 and 1+ 'Y. aj+1 > o.
in this case the minimum of M(£) occurs at L = Lj+l.
The heart of the algorithm is the search for index j in Cases 3 and 4. Index j can be
determined in O(n) time by using an approach similar to the one used for the (G, M)-problem
described in the previous section. We detennine j by using a binary search combined with
prune and sE'arch. In each iteration we again have a lower bound La, an upper bound Lb, and
a new vaInI'. Lq • The value of aq can he determined in O(IEuD time. We omit the details of the
O(n) time search al~oritilln.
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3 Linear reduction for series-parallel graphs
In tills section we describe O(m2 ) time algorithms for the Linear edge reduction problems in
series-parallel graphs. The graphs can have multiple edges between two vNtic:es ami thus
in = f!(n2 ) is possible. Our algorithms use a greedy strategy and they (Ieride which edges to
reduce by lIsing information generated by a mlnimulll cut and longest path c.omputations. We
start by giving the necessary definitions regarding series-parallel graphs. 1.n Section a.l we theD
describe our algorithms. Section 3.2 addresses thp.ir correc:tnC'ss.
A se1ies-pamllel gmph (sp-graph for short) G is a dag with exactly oue source Vo and one
sink V'l, recursively defined as follows:
1. A <lag consisting of a single edge frolll 110 to v" is a series-parallel graph.
2. Given a set of series-parallel graph Gil G2 , .•. , Ch, the da?; G obtained by identifyin?; the
k sources with each other and l)y identifying the k sinks with each other is a series-llarallel
graph. This type of operation is called a pamllel composition.
3. Given a set of series-parallel graph G1 , (;2, ... , Ch, the dag G obtained by identifying the
source of Gi with the sink of 0;+1, for 1 ~ i ~ k - 1, is a series-parallel graph. This I.Ylle
of operation is calle.d a selies composition.
An sp-graph G can be represented by its decrJ1lt]Jositioll t1'ee D. Each node N of decom-
position tree D corresponds to a subgraph GN of G. If N is a leaf, GN corresponds to the
edge of G represented by the leaf. If N 1s an internal node of D, then ON corresponds to the
subgraph of G obtained by either a parallel or a series composition of the. subgraphs associated
with the children of N. In case of a parallel composition, we refer to internal node N as l)~node,
otherwise as an s-node. W.l.o.g., we make the followiu?; assumptions about decomposition tr(>('
D (this simplifies our correctness argument). We assume tl1<tt a node and a child of this node
are of different type (i.e., they cannot be both s- or p-nodes). An internal node has de~ree 1
iff its only child is a leaf. Both of these assumption result in a decomposition tree having a
m1nimum number of nodes. Finally, we assume that the children of an s-nodl" are ordered such
that if child Nt is immecliately to the left of child N 2 , then the sink of GNI is identified with
the source of GN2 •
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Testing whether a given dag G on n vertices and m edges is a series-parallel graph can be
donI" in O(m) tillie [9J. Furthermore, the decomposition tree D fol' a given sp-graph G can be
constructed in O(m) time by using the recognition algorithm in [9].
3.1 The algorithms for sp-graphs
We first describe an O(m:.l) time algorithm for the (G, L)-problem. Minor modifications in the
termination of the algorithm solve the (G, M)-problem and the tradeoff problem, respectively.
Our algorithm for solving tIle (G, L)-prohlem generates an optimal reduction R- minimizing
M(GRo) and satisfying L(Gn.) :::; L over a numbe.r of iterations, with each iteration generating
a new reduction. Let HiH be the reduction generated by the i-th iteration. The length
of the longest paths decreases during the iterations, while the total reduction increases; i.e.,
L(Gr,J > L(GR,+,) and M(GR,J < M(GR,+,).
Let Hi be tIle redllctiOll available at the beginning ofthe i-th iteration, where R1 corresponds
to a reduction of 0 ou every edge of G. We use Ti(C) to (lenote the reduction done on edge
c in Ili. The reduced weight di(C) is deHned lly d(e) - Ti(e). Clearly, in order to reduce the
length of the longest paths in GRi' edges on the longest paths from Va to V n have to receive a
reduction. Let Hi he the subgraph of GR, containing only edges on a longest path from Va to
V". Let a minimum cut in an sp-graph he a cut containing a minimum number of edges without
containing an edge of weight O. Let C(Sj) be the set of edges corresponding to such a luinimum
cut in graph Hi. To generate Ri+l, we increase the reductions for the edges in cut C(Sd by tlle
same amount. The amount is determined by two conditions:
(i) the wl?ight of an edge in C(8;) cannot he. negative, and
(ii) reduction all the edges in C(S;) has to stop as soon as a path 7lOt in Si becomes a longest
path.
More precisely, let ""Ii = mineec(s;d d;(en. Assume temporarily that in Ri+l every edge in C(Sd
receives an additional reduction of ""Ii. This temporary reduction may reduce the edges on the
cut by too Illllch (Le., it can violate conditiOlI (ii)). We lise this Ri+1 to compute L(GRi+1 ), the
length of the longest paths in (h~i+l' If L(GRi+l) > L, the i-th iteration is not the last one and
we set (and possibly decrease) Ti+l(e) = l'i(e) + (L(GR,.) - L(GR'-+l)) for every edge e E C(Si)
and Ti+l(e) = 1'j(e) otlmrwise. If L(GRi+I):::; L, we set l'i+1(C) = Ti(e)+(L(GR;)- L) for every
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edge e E C(8;) and T1+1(C) = T;(e) otherwise, and the algorithm terminates.
To complete the description of one iteration, we describe how to generate a minimum cut
in a series-parallel graph G in O(m) time, where m is the number of edges in G. Let D be the
decomposition tree of G. For every node N of D, we compute a set cUl(N) which contains the
edges in a minimum cut in GN (recall that GN is the suh?;raph of G correspoIlcUng to node N
of D). Assume N is a leaf of D and e is the edge of G corresponding to this leaf. H the weight
of e is 0, cut(N) corresponds to a set having cardinality +00. Otllerwise, we set cut(N) = {c}.
When N is an internal node, we set
{
cut(N,) such that Icut(N,)1 S Icut(Nd)1,
cut(N) = where Nc and Nd are children of N
UNc i. 0. cb~d 01 N cut(Nc)
if N is an <~-node
if N is a p-node.
Clearly, -by traversing tree D from the leaves towards the root, a minimum cut can he determined
in O(m) time.
From the above discussion it follows that the time of one iteration is bounded by O(m). To
bound the number of iterations, we first show that if an edge is included in Hi, then it is also
in 8i+1' Let P be a longest path in Si. Since Hi is a series-parallel graph, P contains exactly
one edge belonging to cut C(H;). So, if we increase the redUdion faT each edge on C(Hi) l)y
L(GRJ - L(GRi+l)' the length of path P decreases by L(GnJ - L(GRi+I)' Thus, P is still a
longest path in GHi+l and every edge on P is in Hi+t. After the i-th itNatioll either one edge in
Hi receives a weight of 0 or graph Hi+1 contains at least one edge not in ,elL. Graph G contains
a total of m edges and thus the algorithm terminates after at most 2m iterations. The O(m2 )
overall time follows.
We next describe the changes to be made to the above algorithm in order to solve the
(G, M)-problern and the tradeoff problem, respectively. Consider first the (G, M)-prohlem.
Assume we have determined the minimum cut (.'(Si) and the temporary value of reduc.tion
Ri+l. If M(GR;+I) < M, the i-th iteration is not the last on€' and we set Ri+t as done in
the above algorithm. U M(GR;+I) ~ M, we set Ti+I(C) = l'i(C) + MiGtr;(i) for every edg-e
e E C(Si) and Ti+de) = Ti(e) otherwise and terminate the algorithm. Consider now the
tradeoff prol)lem with f(GH) = L(GH) + I X M(GR) as the tradeoff function. An increase
III the total reduction results in a decrease in the longest patll length. We now terminate the
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algorithm when j(GRJ:s; !(GR;+I) and output reduction R; as the reduction minimizing the
tradeoff function.
Before addressing the correctll~ss of the above algorithms, we point out that, not surpris-
ingly, the approach of repeatedly finding a minimum cut fails for general. dags. However, the
linear reduction problems can be solved in polynomial time for general dags. All three versions
can be phrased as linear programs. For the (G, L)-prolllell the formulation is as follows. Let
to,tt, ... ,l" aud T(V;,Vj) for every edge (Vi,Vj) in G be the variables. Then,
Minimize
subject to
t n - to
j·+d(v· v·)-r(v v·) <j.
I "J "J-J
d(Vi,Vj) -l'(W,lJj);:: 0
L(v"vJ')EE r(Vi, Vj) :s; M
to = 0 and t; .2: 0
for every ('lIi,lIj) E E
for every (Vi, Vj) E E
for 1 :s; i :s; n
3.2 Correctness of the series-parallel algorithm
In tlllS section we show the correctness of the algorithm for the (G, L )-pTOblem. The correctness
argullH'nts for the other two algorithms are ahnost identical. Assume now that the algorithm
terminates after k iterations generating reduction Rk+t. We proVe that Rk+I is an optimal
reduction by showing that there exists an olltimal solution R" with Tk+I(C) = 1'''(e) for every
edge c. In order for tllis to be trne we need that at the beginning of the i-th iteration we have
1';(1':) :s; 1'''(c), 1 :s; i ::; k, which is satisfied for the first iteration. For notation, if Ti(e) :s; 1'''(e)
for every edge c, we say Hi :S H-. If this does not hold for aile edge, we say Ri 1:. R".
AssuIlIe Ri :s; H- holds at the beginning of the i-th iteration and that after the i-th iteration
we have Ri+I t R". We call an edge I': with 1',+,(c) < 7'''(e) a SU1pl1tS edge. We next describe
how to generate, from R~, another olltimal reduction R' which satisfies Hi+t :s; R'. Reduction
R.' is obtained from RE by Teduetion re-allocations; Le., by moving reduction froUl surplus
edges to the edges in C(S;) which violate Ri+l :s; R". Recall that in the i-th iteration only
the edges in Cllt C(Sa encounter a change in their reduction. The optimal reduction R' witb
Ri+t S H' is possibly obtained over a number of reduction re-allocations, with each re-allocation
genera.ting another optimal redllction. The re-allocations are gu.ided by a labeling process in
the decomposition tree of graph Si. We next describe this labeling process.
Let D; be the decomposition tree of the series-parallel graph .cli. Initially, only the leaves of
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Vi corresponding to an edge in cut C(S;) are labeled. The leaf corresponding to an edge e in
the cut is labeled <eg" if Ti+t(e) :; T'"(e), and it is labeled <eb" if T;+1(e) > r'"(c). Only nodes on
the path from a lalleled leaf to the root of Vi are labeled, with each such node labeled either
"g" or "b". A node can only be labeled once all its children that can receive a label have been
labeled. Labeling a node N of Vi "g" means that every edge e of subgraph GN belongitlg to
cut C(S;) satisfies T;+1(e) :; T'"(e). Labeling a node N of Di "b" means that
(i) there exists an edge c of GN belonging to C-llt C(S;) which satisfies 1'i+l(C) > 1'''(C), and
(ii) there exists no other cut in GN for which reductions done in R* can be TP-alloc.ated Lo edges
in GN belonging to cut C(Si).
The labeling process stops when the root of Vi is labeled. We will show that the root is always
labeled "g".
We next give the rules for labeling s- and p-no(]es and (J(1snibe how re-allocations are done.
Let R· be the current optimal reduction and let N be an unlabeled node in D,. Assume first
that N is a p-node. In this case no reduction fe-allocations take place and tIll? labeling is done-
as follows. If all children of p-node N are labeled "g", we label N "g". If all children of N are
labeled "b", we label N "b". We will show in Lelllllla 3.2 that it is not possible for a p-node to
have one child labeled "b" and another labeled "g".
Assume now that N is an s-node. Since C(S;) is a ll.l.iniumm cut, at most one child of N
can be labeled. Assume that N has a labeled child. If this child is labeled "g", we label N
"g". Assume now that N has a child, say node Nb, labeled "b". Before N is labeled, we check
whether reduction re-allocations can be done. Re-allocations could result in changing all "b"
labels of nodes in the subtree rooted at Nb to "g" labels. A cut C is a 8m'plus cul if C is a
cut containing only surplus edges. If GN contains a surplus cut, we perform are-allocation
of reductions. Let Nu be a child of N so that GN~ contains a surplus cnt C. We choose N"
such that no sibling lJetween Nu and f\h is assoeiated with a sub,e;l'aph containing a surplus cnt.
W.l.o.g. assume that Nu is to the left of Nb. Let Cb be the number of edges in GNb belonging to
cut C(Sd and let ICI = CU' Since the algorithm finds minimum cuts in 8, and R- is an optimal
reduction, it follows that Cb = CU' Let c be any edge belonging to C(S;) and GNb• Define
'~min{'Ng{r"(e) - r'+l (e)), r'+l (e) - r'(e)).
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In Lemma :l.l we show that Ti+t(e) -1'''(e) = ri+l(e' ) - T*(e' ) for any two edges e and e'
belongin,!!; to cut C(S,) and to sllhgraph GNb • This property allows us to choose any edge e
when determining o. Since 1'i+1 (c) -1'''(c) > 0 for any edge in C(Si) and GN b and C is a surplus
Cll t, we have 0 > O. Let H' be the reduction obtained as follows:
{
r"'(e) +0 if e is in C(S;) and in GNb
r'(e)_ r"'(c)-o ifeisinC
7·* (c) at nerwise
In Lelllma ;3.:3 we will show that R
'
is another optimal reduction. In our labeling process we
now have a new olltimaJ soluflotl and set R.* = R
'
. If in the new R'" we have ri+1(e) :::; r"'(e)
for every edge in subgraph GN, every labeled IlOele in the Sl1btree TOoted at node Nb and node
N are labeled "g". Otherwise, we continue looking for surplus cuts to perform re-allocations.
If no further surplus cut eo.x.ists in GN, we lal)el node N "b". Thls completes the descrllltion of
how an 8-node is handled. We next prove crucial properties regarding the labels and establisll
the optimality of reduction R
'
.
Lemma 3.1 Let N be an inlcmalnode of D j labeled lib". Then, any two labeled leaf nodes
belonging to the sllbt1'CC moted at Nand C01'1'cspollding to edges e and e
'
, a1'e labeled "b n and
Proof: From the rules given for labeling intemal nodes it follows that, if N is labeled "b", no
llode ill the subtree rooted at node N is labeled "g". Hence, all leaves in tills subtree are labeled
"b". We next show that the edges c.orresponding to these leaves require the sallle amount of
redllrtion to be fe-allocated to them. Assume c = (a, b) and e' = (ai, b' ) are two such edges with
1',+1 (e) - 1'''(e) :f:. ri+1 (e
'
) - 1'*(e'l. Let 1"eq(e) = 7';+1 (e) - 1"*(e) for any edge c. W.1.o.g. assume
req(e) > 1"Cq(e'l. Let node N' lle the lowest common ancestor of the nodes corresponding to e
and cl in decomposition tree Di. Observe that N ' is a p-node labeled "b". Let x be the source
and y he the sink of sp-graph (iN" We use lIu~vllG to denote the length of a longest path
from a vertex 1t to vertex v in graph G. The length of the longest ]lath from u to v in G going
through sullgrallh H is denoted llY 1I1t !:!, vila. From the construction of Si and .5',+1 in the
algoritlnll we have
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Since there exist no surplus cuts in GN' that could decrease rcq(e) we have
Similar equalities hold for the length of the longest paths from x to ai, from b to y, and from
b
'
to y. Observe that d-(e) = d;+l(e) + req(c) and d-(e') = di+l(e
'
) + req(e' ). We thus have





). This corresponds to increasing the weight on edge c' to d( e' ) = d i+1(e' ) +1'eq(e). The
total reduction in R is smaller than the one in Il-. The length of the longest path from x to y
via edge c' increases in Rby req( e) - req(e' ), resulting in a totallen~th of Ilx .z:. Ylls;+J + req( c).
Since this equals the length of the longest path f!'Olll :r. to Y via edg"E' e, the 101l/!;esl palh length
is not increased. Hence, R- is not an optimal reduction and we have rC(l(c) = rcq(c
'
). 0
Lemma 3.2 No p-1l0de N of D; ha.<; childTen with diffel-ent labels,
Proof: Assume N has a child Ny labeled "g" and another chlld Nb labeled "1l". Then, for
every edge c in GNb and in cut C(Sd we have Ti+I (e) - r*(c) > O. For every edge e' in GNy and
in cut C(S;) we have ri+1(e') - r"(e
'
) S; O. Observe that the length of any path in GR" does
not exceed the length of the same path in Sj, In addition, we have IIx..c yllG w S; IIx ~ ylIs;+,.
Consider the reduction R olJtained from R'" by decreasing the reduction on every edge e' by
ri+t(e) - T'"(e). Using an argume.nt similar to the one used in Lemma 3.1 one can show that
the existence of R contradicts the optimality of R-,




Proof: Recall that Il' is obtained from optimal reductioIl fl- by decreasing the reduction done
on surplus cut C in graph GNu by {j and by inc.reasing the reduction on the edges in cut C(S,.)
belongitlg to GNb by 6. We already argued that the total reduction of H' and R- is the same.
We next show that R
'
does not contain a path whose length exceeds L.
Let x and y be source and sink in suhgraph GN, let Xb and Yb (resp. Xu and Yu) be source'







edges in C(S ,.- )
FigUTl:' 2: Graph GN and its subgraphs GNb' GN.. and patll P.
between Yu and ;Cb in GN. The length of any path from x to y going through ON.. and GNb is
the same in GR' al](l GR,. However, the length of a path going through GN.. , but not through
(;Nb increases by o. Assume there exists such a path in GR". Let P be the path "by-passing"
GNp with x p being the first and YP being the last vertex on the path. Figure 2 shows such a
path P and the sulJgraphs ('mployed in our argument. We assume there exists no surplus cut
between Yb and Yp' If one would exist, we make the leftmost SUdl surplus cut the cut involved
III the fe-allocation.
GNb
Let IIxp "-"" ypllsi+l
for any edge e III C(Hi) and GNb' 7 2: o. (The quantity 7 corresponds to the amount of
reductions still to be fe-allocated in the future.) The last equation holds since there are no
surplus cuts between x p al](1 Yp. Path P is not in Hi and thus every edge on P has a reduction
of 0 in Ri+l. I·Ience,
Observe that we are again llSilll!; the fad that the length of any path in G RO does not exceed the
length of this path in GRio Consider now, in R', the longest path from Vo to v" which contains
patll Po Its letll!;th is
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pIIvo~xpIIGn' + IIxp~ Y,lk'R' + IIYp~v.. lk'R'
IIvo~xpIlGR" +0+lI'p.{; YpIIGR, + IIYp~v.. IIGR" <
IIvo",-,xplk;Ro +0 + hI + IIYp....... vnllGw <
IIvo~xpIiGR. +0 +ht +7 + IIvp'"v.'vn IlG/lo
G NbIIvo~xpIlGR"+ II xp ~ Yplk'R" + IIYp~""lIuR" < I,.
Hence, the re-allocation of reduction cannot creatp a path whose length exceeds L and fl.'
is another optimal solution.
Lemma 3.4 The mot of decomposition tree Di is labeled "g" a1ul Ri+l ::; R".
o
Proof: Let N be the root of Dj. Assume first that N is an s-nodc with labC'] "b" for which child
Nb is also labeled "h". Since there exist no surplus cuts in the sltbgraphs associated with the
siblings of Nb' as well as in GNb , we have IIvo.....;.v"lk:w > IIvo........1J,,"si+l 2: L. This contradicts
the asslUuption that R" is an optimal reduction. When N is a p-node laJ)eled "h", each child of
N is labeled "b". Applying the above argument to each child given a contradiction to assuminr;
that N is labeled "b". Hence, the root is labeled "g" and, by the definition of the la11el "g", it
follows that Ri+} ~ R*. o.
From the above lemmas it follows that, if the algorithm terminates a.fter J,; iterations, tlH'n
reduction Rk+l genera.ted by the algorithm is all optimal reduction.
4 0/1 reduction for series-parallel graphs and in-trees
We now turn to 0/1 edge reductions. The weight of a reduced edge is now E X d(lIi,Vj), where
E is given, 0 ~ E < 1. Let G be an sp-graph containing m edges, and let h 11e the height
of a decomposition tree D of G. In this section we present an O(m2h) time algorithm for
the reductiOll problems when the degree of every node in D is bounded by constant. Clearly,
any decomposition tree can he turned into one of bounded degree by increasing its height. Our
algorithm allows multiple e.dges be.tween two vert icE'S of G. We start by describing the approach
used.
Let N j be a node of D. Let Gi be the subgraph of G corresponding to the subtree of D
rooted at vertex Nj. Assume tllat G; has mj edges. For vertex Ni we constnlct an array Ti of
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size Jnj + 1. Entry T,.[jJ represents the lellgth of the longest path in G; when at most j edges
are reduc.ed. We thus have Ti[O) ~ Ti[lJ ~ 1';[2J ~ ... ~ Ti[Jnj - 1] ~ Ti[miJ. The Ti·arrays
are determined in a bottom-up fash.ion, with a node using the arrays generated for its children.
The final answer is determined from the array generated for the root N roo( of D.
If node N; is a leaf of decomposition tree D, G; is an edge. Assume tills edge is (V",Vb).
Array T i has size two and we have Ti[O] = d(vn , Vb) and T;[I] = (X d(v", Vb). If N; is not a leaf,
T, is constructed as follows.
ASSIlIl1P. N,. is a p-node. Let NI and NT be the left child and right child of Ni' respectively.
Assume 1'1 and TT have already lleen determined. The entries in Ti can be defined by using TT
and Tr as follows:
T,[j] = mln{max{T,[P], TIlq]}}.
p+q=j
By making lise of the fact that the entries in arrays Tr and Tr are sorted, Ti can be constructed
in Oem;) time. One possillle solution is given helow.
We determlne Tj hy scanning arrays 1'1 and TT twice, each time from right to left. During
the first scan of the arrays we determine the entries ofT; induced by entries in array TT. Assume
the scan in TT is at position p. We determinE'_ the smallest q such that T1[q - 1J > 1'r[P] ~ Tr[q].
Let j = p + q. Then, 1'T[P] is a possible solution for T;[jJ. If we already recorded a better
solution fol' Ti[jJ, we discard p and q. Otherwise, we record it as the currently best one. We
then cousider TT[1) - 1]. When we IlQW search for an entry ill array 1'1, we searc.h for an index q'
with q' :S q. Hence, all re(]uests made to arra.y 1'1 can be satisfied by executing one right to left
scan. We then scan both arrays again to determine the entries of T; induced by entries in array
1'1. Finally, a left to right scan of array 1'i is performed. We may have recorded in 1';[j +a] a
solutiou that is worse than the one recorded in Ti[j]. (Observe that a solution recorded for 1'i[j]
is also a solution for Ti[j + a] with a> 1.) Hence, we propagate the solution recorded in 1'i[jJ
to the ri/!;ht until a better solution is enr.ountered. In total, it takes Oem;) times to generate 1',
from lists 1'1 and TT.
Assume now that Ni is an ,~-Ilode. The entries in Tj can be defined by
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We construct Tj by enumerating the values of TrlP] + TJ[q] for all pairs of (p, q), 0 :s: p, q:S: mi.
This takes O(mi2 ) time.
Determining array Troot associated with the root of decomposition tree D takes O(Li~lmj2) =
O(m2h) time. Recall that D contains m-l interior vertices. The three reduction problems, the
(G, L)-problem, (G, M)-problem and the tradeoff problem, ean now be solved in O(m 2h) lime
as follows. For the (G, L)-problem we determine the smallest j such that TrootU] :s: L. Qucl.lltity
j represents the minimum numlJer of edges that need to be reduced in order to achieve the path
length of at most L. By traversillg the tree from the root back to the leaves and lUting the list
associated with each vertex, the edges receiving a redudion can be determined in an additional
O(m) time. For (G, M)-problem, entry Troot(MJ represents the minimum longest path length
that can be obtained by reducing at most M edr;C's. Clearly, t1ll'. sizC' of the array associated
with a vertex: does not have to exceed M. Again, determining which edges get reduced is done
by traversing the tree once more. To find the optimal tradeoff between M and L, we evaluate
Troot[j] +,. j for 0 :s: j :s: 7n. The pair (Troot[j],j) resulting the minimum tradeoff value gives
the solution to the tradeoff problem.
The approach described above can be used as follows for in-trees. Assume G is an in-tree of
height h in which the in-degree of every node is bounded by a constant. All three 0/1 reduction
problems can then be solved in O(nh) time. We determine for every vertex Vi an array Ti
defined as alJOve. Let ni be the number of vertices of G in the subtree rooted at l1j. Array
T j can be determined in O(ni) time from the arrays associated with Vi'S children by using the
method described for handling p-nodes. When the vertices of (; do not have constant in-degree,
the time bound of this approach is O(min{nhlogc,n2}), where c is the maximum in-degree of
a vertex.
5 0/1 Reduction for general dags
In this section we show that 0/1 reduction problems are NP-hard for general dags. The theorem
below proves that the corresponding decision prohlem is NP-C-Olllplete for ( = o. By rhanginl'!;
the weights of the edges in the graph constructed, NP-COllllJleteness follows fOT other values of
('. We discuss the weight changes for f = ~ at the end of this section.
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Theorem 5.1 Given a weighted <lag G and two positive l-eal.<; M and L, it is NP-complete to
decide w/tethel' thac c~:istll a OJ 1 l-eduction R. with f = 0 such that M((;R) S M and L(G fl.) S L.
Proof: The problem is easily shown to be in NP. NP-completeness follows by a reduction from
monotone 3-SAT [4]. Let X = {Xl, :/:2, ... , Xu} be n variables and C = C1 1\ G'2 1\ ... 1\ G'k
be an instance of monotone :3-SAT. A clause containing only un-negated variables is called a
positive clause and a dause containing only negated variables is called a negative clause. Let
Ci = u) V uf V 11[, where 11{ is referred to as a literal, 1 S j S 3. We next describe how to
eonstl'uct a weighted dag G = (V, E) and determine M and L such that G has a Oj1 reduction
It wilh M(GR) S /vi and L(GR) S L if and only if G' is satisfiable.
Graph G contains k clau.<;e graph, G1, (-:2, ... , Gk, which are connected by consistency edges.
Clause grallh (:, corresponds r.]allse Ci, and we distinguish between positive and negative clause
graphs (depending on the type of the corresponcling dause). Each dause graph is made up of
;3 components and one attachment. Each component is an 8-vertex graph and the attachment
is a 2-vertex graph. Positive and negative clause graphs are constructed somewhat dlfferently.
Figure 3(a) shows it positive and Figure 3(b) shows a negative dause graph. A clause graph
contains muHiplf' edgf's between some of its vertic.es. Multiple edges hetween the same pair of
vertices have the same weight and thus only one weight is shown.
Let Ul, U/, U?, and Ai be thE! three components and the attachment of dause graph Gi,
respectively. In each component Uj we name the following vertices and edges as shown in
Fig-ure :l: edges t, and t2 aTe called the true-edges, edges II and haTe c.alled the false-edge,<;,
p{ is the sourc.e and q{ is the sink of component ut, and Ct and C2 aTe the vertices incident
to the consistenc.y edg-es. The path from 1~ to q{ cOlltaining edges t1 and it is called the
UppCl' path, and the one containin/!; t2 and h is called the lOWC1' path. The three components
and the attachlllPnt are connected lly edp;es of weight 0 as shown in Figure 3. Positive and
negative dame graphs differ ill the way the upper and lower path in a component interact,
in the position of edges t1 and It on the upper path, and in how the components and the
attadnnent are connected.
As already stated, the k dause graphs are connected by consistency edges. Consistcncy
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Figure 3: The clause graph Gi corresponding to clause Ci::::: uJ V uf V ut, (a) shows the dause












Figure 4: Graph G for formula C = {(Xl V X2 V X3) 1\ (Xl V X4 V X2) 1\ (Xl V Xs V X6)}-
be Lwo literals formed by the samp. variahle, say XI, and assume that ::1:( does not form a literal
in clauses G'i+t, ... ,G'i-l' Graph G contains a consistency edge from vertex Ct in component
Vi' to vertex C2 in component [lj, and one from vertex Cl in component uj to vertex C2 in
component lIr. To complete Lhe construction of G, we add a sink vertex p and a source vertex
q and edges of weight 0 froUl p to pvery p{ and from every cd to q. Figure 4 shows the graph G
created for the forliula C = {(Xl V X2 V X3) A (:1:1 V x<\ V X2) A (Xl V X5 V xG)}.
Clearly, given a monotone ;~-SAT formula C, the correspotlding graph G can be built in
polynomial time. G has a total of 26.1.: + 2 vertices. The length of the longest path from source
]J to sink q is 40. G contains k such longest paths, one for every clause. For a positive clause
graph Gi, this path contains vertices p and p}, edge tt of component lll, edge et of Gi, edge tt
of component U/, edge e2, edges t 1 and 11 of component Up, and vertex q(. Figure 5(b) SllOWS
2,\
such a path. Finally, we set M = 61.: and L = 30. We claim that G has a 0/1 reduction in
which at most 61.: edges are reduced and the length of every path from p to q is at most 30 if
and only if clause C is satisfiable.
Since there exist two edge-disjoint paths of lenj!;th 32 (one is the upper path and the other
is the lower path) in everyone of the 31.: components, reducing the path length to 30 without
reducing more than 61.: edges implies that we rcdllcC' exactly two edges per component. Fur-
thermore, no multiple edges can l)e reduced. Assume that t : X --+ {T, F} is a truth assignment
satisfying C. We construct a 0/1 reduction R for G as follows. Let Xi be a variable with
t(Xi) =T. Then, in every component UJ with u~ = Xi or u; = Xi, edges t, and t2 are reehIced.
On tIle other hand, if t(x;) = F, then in every component UJ with uj = Xi or uj = Xi, edges /1
and h are reduced. "VVe are reducing exactly two edges per component and thus reduce a total
of 6k edges. It remains to be shown that the reduced graph Cht contains no path exceeding ;m.
Let P he any path from P to q. The structure of P is one of the following:
(i) Path P contains SOIlTce P1 and sink qf of some component U!. Any such path has cost 32
in G. Either tt and t2 or It and h are reduced. Hence, path P contains either one true
or one false edge that is reduced, and the cost of r in GR is 22.
(ii) Assume P contains vertices of a single clause gral)h Gi, with the vertices belonging to
different components or the attachment. The majority of the cases desc.ribed below make
use of the fact that any UPl)er path in a component has eitller its true- or its false-edge
reduced. Assume Gj is a positive clause graph. The situation for a negative clause graphs
is symmetrical and is omitted.
(a) P goes through vertex pJ, edge t l of Ul, edge Cl , edges t l and II of Ul and vertex
qf, as shown in Figure 5(a). The length of P in Gis ;36 and it is at most 26 in GR.
112P goes through vertex Pi' edge tl of Ui , e'dge' Cl, edge' t1 of Ui , edge C2, edges t1
and /1 of U;1 and vertex qr, as shown in Figure 5(b). The length of Pin Gis 40 and
it is at most 30 in C;R.
(c) P goes through vertex PI. edge tl of Ul, eel!!;e et, edge tt of Ul, edge C2, edge t1 of
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Figme I): Paths in positive clause /1;raph G; going through djfferent components and/or tlH'
attachment.
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length of such a path in Gis 31. Since at least one of the three literals of positive
clause Cj is assigned "T", at least one of the three true-edges on the upper paths of
the components of Gi is reduced. This implies that P is at most 21 in GR.
(d) P goes through vertex pl, edge t1 of li!, ed,e;e e2, edges tl and 11 of u~ and vertex
q;,as shown in Figure 5(d). The length of P in Gis 36 and its len,!!;th in GR is at
most 26.
(e) P goes through vertex pl, edge tl of Ul, edge e2, edge t1 of ll?, edge e3, and the
attachment ofGj, as shown in Figure 5(e). The length of P in G is 27 and does not
need to be reduced.
(f) P goes through vertex P[, edge t1 of ut, edge e3, and the attadlIllent of Gi, as shown
in Figure 5(f). The length of P in Gis 2:3 and does not need to get reduced.
(iii) Assume now that path P contains edges belonging La different clause graphs. Our con-
struction of G allows such a path to contain edges of no more than two different clause
graphs. Let P contain edges from components U? and vj, i i- j. P either contains
vertices Cl of U? and C2 of uj or vertices Cl of uj and C2 of Ut. Any snch path has length
32 and it contains a t 2 and an h edge belonging to different components. Components
Ut and uj correspond to literals forIlled by the sallie variable. We thus have in both
components either all true or all false edges reduced. This implies that any such path has
a length of exactly 22 in GR.
Hence, reducing 6k true· or false-edges according to the truth assignment satisfying C
results in a reduced graph GR containing no path exceeding 30. We now complete the proof by
showing that if there exists a a/I reduction R with M(GR) ~ 6k and L(Chl) ~ 30, then C can
be satisfied. We start by giving properties that any such reduction R must satisfy.
Property 5.1 In a component Vt belonging to a positi1!c claw-;e graph the set oJ 1"Cfluccd c(lgcs
is either {t},t2}, 07' {!l,t2}, 07' U},h}. In a componC1lt U;" belonging to a negatit!c clause
graph the set of reduced edges is eithe1' {t l , t2}, 01· {tl , h}, 01· {I}, h}.
Proof: As already stated, in order to reduce the length of every path to 30 and reduce at most
6k edges, two edges per component need to get reduced. Cle-arly, reduction R may reduce both
true-edges or both false-edges. For c.omponents belonging to a positive clause graph it is also
possible that edges 11 and t2 are reduced. Ollserve that reducing edges hand t l preserves a
path length of 32 within this com]Jonent. In a symmetrical way, for c.omponents belonging to
a negative clause graph, it is possible that edges hand t1 are reduced. 0
Property 5.2 Let [If and [I} be two component<; linked togethe7· by consistency edges. Then,
either the t2 edges oj [If and U; m·e ,'educel[ 07' the 12 edges of Uf and Vj a7'e 7'edueed.
Proof: Assullle the t2 edge of component Uf is reduced, but the t2 edge of component V; is
not. By Property 5.1, the h edge of c.omponent [If is not reduced. TIllS would imply that GR
contains a patll of Jengtll :l2 containing edge t2 and vertex C1 of UJ as well as vertex C2 and
edge 12 of Uf. The other situations result in similar contradictions. o.
Property 5.3 If G; is a positive clause gr'aph, at least one oj the tlu'ee t1 edges in G, is ,-educed.
IJ G; is a negative clause gmph, at least one of the three it edges in G, is reduced.
Proof: Let PIle a path from source p to sink q going through clause graph Gj and containing
edges e1, e2, e3 of G;. Such path has length :31 in G. Since the edges in the attachment cannot
he reduced, at least one of the three edges having weight 10 is reduced in R. These three edges
coTrE:'spond to true-edges in a positive clause graph and correspond to false edges in a negative
c.]ause graph. o.
Given a graph G and a reduction n, a truth assignment t : X -+ {T, F} satisfying C is
constructed as follows. For every variable Xi, find a component uj corresponding to a literal
1t~ formed by Xi. If the t 2 edge of component U} is reduced, set t(Xi) = T. If the 12 edge of
U; is reduced, set t(x,.) = F. Property 0.2 guarantees tllat any literal formed by x,. inchlces the
same truth assignment. By Property 5.;~, at least one literal is true in each clause, and thus
t: X -+ {T,F} satisfies C_ This concludes our NP-completeness IlTOOr. o
The assumption f = 0 is not crudal to the argument used in the proof. FaT example, the.
following change in the edge weights of the illlutiple edges gives an NP-completeness proof for
f = ~. Multiple edges having a weight of 12 now have a weight of 16. The ones llaving a weight
of 6 now have a weight of 8, and the edges in the attachment now have a weigllt of 6. The
longest path length in G remains 40. An argument identical to the one already used shows that
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there exists a 0/1 reduction R with M(GR) ::; 61.: and L(GR) ::s: 35 redllc.inj:!; at most 61.: edges
if and only if C can be satisfied.
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